OVERTH
RAND
THROUGH THE WOODS
To grandmother's house we go ... With one prosaic, prophetic journey
Berta Benz proved the value of her husband's contraption
By Denise McCluggage

erta Benz and
Charles Lindbergh
have something in
common. Neither
invented anything,
but they dramatized a new direction for someone else's invention. Both were unique pioneers whose actions
foreshadowed a new era.
It was Lindbergh's solo crossing of the Atlantic that caught
the imagination of the public and
set the ball rolling toward commercial transatlantic flights.
And Berta Benz?
She took her husband's car
without his knowledge and
drove off with her two teenage
sons to visit her mother in a
nearby town. Ah, you think,
how commonplace. An act prosaic and banal.
My point exactly.
Berta Benz's trip was on an Woman at the wheel: The author accepting her due (or resting her arm!) in her 1912 Mercedes
August day in 1888-100 years
ago. Her husband was Karl Benz, who had the apex of the triangle.
clearly ample reason to send some 160 old
invented a gasoline-powered automobile.
The engine was behind the seat. One cylcars-antique, veteran, vintage, what-haveFrau Benz helped roll the car out of her inder big, three horsepower strong. Two
you-on a re-enactment of the historic
husband's earshot before letting her 15- gears. A broad leather belt connected the
event. Off they went, stitching up the verdant German countryside with their sewing
year-old son, Eugen, fire it up. Karl was a engine to the differential. Chains drove the
father not unlike his counterparts a century wheels. Such an ingenious contraption.
machine sounds. And manual lawn-mowers
later, reluctant to let his teenagers drive.
The people of Mannheim had seen a Benz
sounds. And all those other old sounds
The Benz children, however, had grown machine or two running on the streets, but of the aged automobile-popping, roaring,
up around the shop and had ridden with never more than a few kilometers from
wheezing, oogah-ing. A splendid time for
their father frequently. And they were en- home base. Until Berta Benz and her boys
the motor propelled.
terprising sorts.
set out from Mannheim for her mother's
I went along on the commemorative drive
The machine the trio purloined was Model house in Pforzheim 59 miles away, no
and I loved it. And so did everyone along
3 of Karl Benz's Patent Motorwagen. It had a one had ever driven between towns.
the throng-lined streets and roadways. It
seat like a buggy and wheels like a bicycle.
Trains were excellent. Boats plied the
was a Teutonic Mille Miglia in that regard.
Three of them. Solid rubber tires. The vehi- Rhine. And horse-drawn rigs abounded, if it Flower petals thrown, waves, smiles and
cle was as open as a park bench, the seat came to that. Cars were mere oddities. Berta cheers. An ocean swell of good feeling
breaking across the prow.
chest-high off the ground with no weather Benz, and sons Richard, 13, and Eugen, 15,
protection of any kind. Two people sat facing were the first interurban motorists. Think
The car I drove was a 1912 Mercedes
from the Mercedes-Benz Museum.
forward, the tiller rising between them. A about it. And look what they started.
The anniversary of Berta's journey was
That wonderful M-B museum is probably
third, small, temporary seat faced them from
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of an emergency brake . The brake was
a great black lever mounted on the outside
of the car.
As our guardian mechanic, Rudolph, explained: "Use the handbrake. If you use the
foot brake it will be gone in a few hours. "
I used the handbrake. And often . People
seemed to amble across the road in front of
these old cars, or step out in the road
for a better picture, as if they expected Formula One braking. And the rubber bulb of a
hom sounded more like a barking seal than
a serious request to get out of the way (I
kept expecting someone to toss us a fish).
So it was the handbrake, supplemented
by the foot brake when necessary. I reached
far forward for the tall black stalk and
hauled back on it with satisfying force.
That, and the great brass gear shift (also
outside the car) and the cranking great
steering wheel that solicited full effort for
every tum, made the old Mercedes the most
physically demanding vehicle I've
driven since myoid fire truck.
I double-clutched both up and
down , feeling my way into the gears
- sometimes they just seemed to
snatch the lever and suck it into place.
But not always. (I'd get cheers from
the sidewalk crowds for a neat downshift; groans when I ground the gears.)
The car needed driving. How fulfilling such exertion can be.
But for weeks after I got home I
kept cradling my right arm in my left,
wanting even to carry it in a sling,
like I did as a child after a tetanus
shot. It felt fragile and nerve-damaged. But the ache made me smile,
Berta made her trip to convince the still-unsure
remembering "my" green Mercedes
Karl the Patent Motorwagen was roadworthy
I let the museum borrow back.
dark green-that wonderful old wagon
That car, I was told, had once belonged
green . It was right-hand-drive with a steer- to King Ferdinand of Bulgaria. I looked him
ing wheel as thick as an oar. No starter. It up , because I felt some powerful, well, call
needed cranking . The starting ritual in - them "vibes," in this green machine.
volved going at a little hand pump under the
Turns out old Ferdie was really the selfdash to get pressure in the fuel tank:, then proclaimed tsar of Bulgaria, and · about the
tickling a valve on the carburetor until gas time this car was new he was in his early
spurted. Then switching on the ignition 50s and riding high on victories in the first
(auf to ein). And then find some extremely of the Balkan Wars. I also learned he liked
strong, quick arm (mine certainly wasn't up to dress up in engineer's regalia, board the
to it) to tum the crank:.
Orient Express and drive it all the way
Two pedals on the floor were brass with a across his country. Yeah, that fits.
Mercedes star at the center, marking this as
The first day of the rally was a side trip
an ancestor from the Daimler branch of the not directly connected with Berta Benz. It
M-B family , still a decade and a half away was a loop to the west of Mannheim through
from hyphenation. (Gottleib Daimler's com- some lovely wine country along the Rhine.
pany, which made Mercedes automobiles, We passed through one charming village
merged with Karl Benz's company in 1926.) after another, half-timbered buildings along
At first glance the pedals seemed normal the narrow winding streets and an extravaenough--except for that scraggly little black gance of flowers everywhere. A special sort
protuberance on the floor between them.
of geranium, I was told. Wonderful colors
Well , that vestigial black pedal turned out tumbling from upper story window boxes in
.
to be the accelerator (best operated by the sublime profusion.
side of your foot). The clutch was in its
And we chugged along through this,
familiar position on the left. That right squeezing the bulb hom , waving and smilpedal was a brake. But not the brake-more ing and accepting the cheers as our due.

the automotive equivalent of a petting zoo.
Max Garett von Pein, head man there, believes that old cars are not just to freeze in
time and monitor with white gloves , but
to be used and enjoyed as automobiles . So
automotive journalists from various countries were invited to drive one of the museum cars in this rally. A daring gesture, I
must say. Particularly since our briefing involved a short drive around a car-clogged
parking lot.
The contingent from the U.S. comprised
three women journalists to share one car.
This was , after all, "100 Jahre Frau am
Steuer" (100 Years of Women at the
Helm) . Lisa Barrow from the PBS TV program Motorweek read the route book, and
c.J. Hadley clicked away at her still cameras as I, selfishly, did all the driving.
Our car-"my" car (how quickly I developed a proprietary feeling for this No . 20)
was a four-cylinder , open seven-seater in
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How easily one adjusts to a royal status.
Yes, the rally was competition of sortsmaintaining a pre-selected speed along certain stretches, like that. (Not as easy as one
might think in a strange car without a speedometer.) And there were questions to answer about M-B's history and the names of
the Benz family's other kids. (The neat little
history book they -gave us was in German.)
Look, we finished 99th, but that's not
bad when the tests had names like Geshicklichkeitspruefungen .
Anyway, we were there for the cars and
the sights and the glory of the day. The
weather was perfect-the Germans have
a saying: "When angels travel, the heavens
smile," and they did .
The second day the rally followed as
closely as possible the route of Berta and the
boys to grandmother's house-and a different course back.
Imagine what it must have been like in
that odd little machine, put-puttering along
on wagon tracks through villages innocent
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In honor of the first
road trip 100 years ago,
vintage and
not-so-vintage cars
from the Mercedes
museum wended
through towns (left and
below) before cheering
crowds. You could call
it a Teutonic version of
the Mille Miglia

of any contact with such vehicles.
And no road maps , no service stations,
no 7-Elevens.
But ample enterprise and spirit. The
water-cooled engine had no radiator, so new
water had to be added every 12 miles
or so. Village wells, streams-even roadside ditches-provided. The brake shoes
were leather and wore badly on the hills .
Local shoemakers (appropriately) supplied
new leather. Berta's garter repaired a worn
cable , and her hatpin cleared a clogged
carburetor valve.
But fuel. Where do you buy fuel? Why,
at a drug store.
The fuel used was a petroleum distillate
called ligroin (Benzin). It was used as a drycleaning fluid and stocked by apothecary
shops-though not in great amounts. Berta
and the boys collected every drop they
could on their trip.
At Weisloch, a lovely little town some 24
miles from Mannheim , the rally cars inched
along to the very same shop that had serAUTOWEEK SEPTEMBER 26, 1988

viced the little Benz of yore , and were each
presented with a ceremonial vial of Benzin.
(And wine, too, of course. Always wine.)
The last hill before Pforzheim I sympathized with Berta. (Their hill-climbing technique was for Berta and Eugen to get out
and push, leaving a delighted Richard ,
youngest and lightest, to steer.) That last
hill was a corker, and the 1912 green machine needed low all the way, but grinding
with assurance. (After Berta's trip, Karl
Benz astutely decided to add another, lower
gear to the Patent Motorwagen. And increase the horsepower.)
Berta was a stalwart soul. But one needs
to ask, really, was the rally truly" 100 Jahre
Frau Am Steuer"?
When Frau Benz was interviewed by a
Pforzheim newspaper in 1938 at age 89-50
years after the pivotal journey-she said
that the trip had been the boys ' idea, not
hers, and they had convinced her of its feasibility. And nearly 20 years later, when
Eugen recalled the trip for another journalist

he said that, yes , it was he who did all the
driving. Except, of course, when he and his
mother were pushing and his younger
brother steered.
Yet the painting on the rally program
shows Berta's hand firmly on the tiller.
Hey , never mind. Perhaps that's merely a
symbolic truth rather than an attempt to adjust history. Does it matter? It was a fine
excuse to wheel out some fine cars and
drive them amidst the cheering masses.
My thanks to Berta and the Benz boys . •
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